In the absence of mDia1, 649-CP quickly arrested actin filament elongation by binding to barbed ends (N = 9 binding events observed). (a) Time sequence of color-merged TIRF microscopy images of a single area of interest. Actin filaments (cyan) were allowed to grow from −125 s to 0 s, then 1.5 nM 649-CP (red) was added into the flow cell. Bar: 1 µm. (b) Length records (offset for clarity) of ten filaments measured at 5 s intervals before and after 649-CP addition. Records were concatenated at the time of 649-CP addition (circles) and the time at which 649-CP appeared at the end is indicated (triangles). Nine filaments stopped elongating when 649-CP bound; one (star) stopped spontaneously before 649-CP was introduced.
Supplementary Figure 2.
Example of a DAAM1 / CP / barbed end complex. (a) Merged three-color TIRF image of the actin filament (blue) at indicated times before the formation of the barbed end complex (only 549-DAAM1 at the barbed end, 200 s), when 549-DAAM1 (yellow) and 649-CP (red) molecules were bound simultaneously to the barbed end (210 s), and after the 549-DAAM1 had dissociated from the barbed end (227 s). 549-DAAM1 is a green-dye-labeled analog of the SNAP-649-CDaam1 described previously 1 . (b) Fluorescence intensity and filament length record of the filament in (A). Color ribbon indicates the time intervals in which the barbed end is occupied by 549-mDia1 only (green) 640-CP only (red), or both proteins (magenta). Scale bars: 2 µm. Frame interval: 2.5 s. Population data: On 10 of 30 filament ends, we observed colocalization of 649-CP/549-DAAM1. These DAAM1-CP decision complexes (e.g., that in (a) and (b)) appeared roughly ten-fold shorter lived than the mDia1-CP decision complex; this could reflect faster dissociation of the complex or lower photostability of the 549-DAAM1 construct. However, as observed for mDia1, CP clearly caused 549-DAAM1 dissociation from barbed ends: 549-DAAM1 dissociation from filaments ends in the absence of CP was almost never seen. In contrast, the majority of filaments observed in a sample with both 549-DAAM1 and 649-CP were seen to become capped with only 649-CP at the barbed end during the ~650 s observation period. Taken together, these results suggest that just as it does for mDia1, CP displaces DAAM1 by the formation of a decision complex in which both proteins are bound simultaneously to the filament barbed end. 
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